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November has arrived and with it all kinds of goodness. The cooler weather is finally hear to stay (yes, I
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am going to keep going on about that), it's time for the Rocky Point outing and we're entering the final stretch of the year.
Where has 2011 gone so quickly? I hope you got your share of fishing in this year. If not, do not despair! There's still time!
It's finally cool enough to fish the Urban Lakes here in the Valley in some sort of comfort and Game and Fish has started
back up with their stocking program. Not only can fishing the Urban Lakes be a whole lot of fun, they're usually close,
an Urban License is cheap (under 20 bucks) and it's a great way to introduce a kid to fly fishing or any kind other kind of
fishing.
Just as October was, November will be a stellar month for fly fishing activities. Our featured speaker for this month's
meeting is Terry Gunn, owner and operator or Lee's Ferry Anglers at Lee's Ferry. Not only is the Ferry one of the best fly
fishing spots in the state, it's arguably one of the best in the whole country. This is a presentation you should not miss!
Our outing for November is to the annual pilgrammage to Rocky Point, Mexico. This is one of the longest running
outings the club has and Vince Deadmond, Doc Nickel and the rest of the Rocky Point Crew do a fantastic job setting it
up and making sure not only does everyone have a good time, but everyone learns something as well. Due to a work
commitment I won't be there, but I'll be thinking about it all weekend.
Speaking of the outing, most of the outings for next year are in the planning stages and we could use your help. Specifically, we are always looking for folks to host outings. Most of the outings are to the point where all you really have to
do as host is be a gracious, enthusiastic host and collect any money that needs collecting. Trust me, folks, it's really not
that hard to do. If I can do it, so can all of you. The board is MORE than happy to help you if you run into any difficulties
and there are always board members/experienced outing hosts at the outings to help with any problems that may arise.
This is, after all, your club and I would LOVE to see you get involved. By doing so you make our club a better place for all
of us. If you have any questions about it, feel free to ask me, Outings Chairman Darin Taverna or any of the other board
members who have hosted outings.
So, get out there and do some fishing before the rest of the year passes you by. Maybe I'll see you out there somewhere.
Be safe, have a good month and see you soon.
Tight lines,
Mike

DFC NOVEMBER 2011 PROGRAM...
TERRY GUNN

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

"This New Lees Ferry program is a fast moving, visually stimulating, entertaining and educational program that will be enjoyed by anyone who has an interest in stunning photography,
spectacular location, and wants to know more about fly fishing and Arizona's national fishing
treasure, Lees Ferry.
Terry Gunn and his wife Wendy Gunn own and operate Lees Ferry Anglers Guides and Fly
Shop and Cliff Dwellers Lodge. Terry has been guiding at Lees Ferry full time since 1983 and
has several thousands of days on this water. He is a nationally recognized angler, speaker,
educator, and photographer. His photos have appeared in most all the fishing magazines
and he is on the mast head of Fly Fishing Magazine and Fish Alaska Magazine as Contributing
Photographer. He has fly fished in many locations around the world and was the co-founder
of Crystal Creek Lodge, in Alaska, and Baja Anglers, in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. He and his
wife Wendy were for several seasons the hosts of the popular television series, Fly Fish TV,
and they have two instructional videos, An Introduction to Fly Fishing and An Introduction
to Fly Casting. "

Hello Desert Fly Casters ...

In an effort to offset newsletter costs in our club, the board has decided to charge $10/year to partially defray
the costs of printing and mailing newsletters. Now’s the time to go green and help keep club costs down. Sign
up for a FOUR COLOR Desert Fly Caster Newsletter today. Just let me know if you want to change your preference to an emailed newsletter. My email address is dweaver16@cox.net.
Thanks and best Fly Fishing Regards,
Dave Weaver
Membership Chair
LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Get Ready To Fish in the New Year!

Your DFC Outings Committee has been hard at work planning trips for the next calendar year. Our goal is to get as many people out fishing
as possible. To accomplish this, we first felt we need to give everyone ample notice on outing dates, so you can better plan your time off from
work, etc. Secondly, we wanted to offer a diverse selection of outing options, including: Education, Coldwater, Warm Water, Moving Water,
Saltwater, Local, Out-of-State, Bass, Pike, Surf, and of course TROUT! With this fun-fish-filled, line up, there should truly be something for everyone. Novice fly fishers will have several opportunities to learn the sport, while building their confidence. Seasoned anglers will hopefully have
the chance to land the fish of a lifetime, maybe fish somewhere new or possibly fish for a new species. It’s all about spending quality time on
the water, so start marking your calendars accordingly.
We look forward to fishing with you in the upcoming year!
Sincerely,
Darin, Tom, Mark, David and Gentry
DFC Outings Committee

2012 DFC Club Outings
January
TBA –
Danish Casting Games (Education)
Jan 26-29
San Diego (Saltwater)
February
To Be Announced
March
TBA –
Salt River Stream Side Clinic
(Trout, Education)
TBAUpper Lake Mary (Pike, Daytrip)
April
Apr 20-22
Point of Pines (Trout)
May
TBA –
Lees Ferry (Trout, Lees Ferry Anglers)
June
Jun 21-24
White Mountain Extravaganza
(Trout, Winn Campground)
July
Jul 19-22
Mogollon Rim
(Trout, Ponderosa Campground)
August
TBA – Salt River Float (Bass, Half Day)
September
TBA –
Links Golf Course
(Bass, Half Day, Education)
TBA –
San Juan River (Trout, Fisheads)
October
Oct 11-14
Becker Lake / Silver Creek
(Trout, Rode Inn Motel)
November
TBA –
Rocky Point (Saltwater)
December
TBA –
Canyon Lake or Saguaro Lake
(Bass/Trout, Half Day)
*** TBA dates will be updated
as they become available ***

Editors Notes:
How apropos...Fun
catches during the
Queen Creek DFC
outing September
10th...Many thanks
to Tom Horvath &
Gentry Smith.
Look for another
repeat Queen Creek
outing in September
2012.

North to
Alaska
By Joe Staller
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I’ve been very fortunate over the years to have made several
late summer fishing tips to Alaska, typically targeting large
rainbows. Anyone who knows me can attest to my relative
thriftiness, so you know I was NOT staying at first class lodges
with daily fly outs, gourmet food, and first class guides. Flea
bag motels, tent camping and greasy spoon diners are more my
speed. My first few trips in the 1990’s were based out of King
Salmon, but a few years ago I was introduced by Bob Harrison
to a group of anglers who were doing self guided trips on various rivers in western Alaska. The stars finally aligned in 2008
and I was able to accompany them. Since that inaugural trip, I
have become hooked, and have made it back two more times.
(2009 and 2011.) The cost of these 12 day trips is approximately
1/3 what you would pay for a week stay in your typical Alaska
lodge.
On this years’ trip were Lee McKenna, Jim Colombo, Charlie
Thomas, Jerry Gunning and Joe Staller. The river we selected for
our 2011 expedition was the Kanektok. One nice thing about
this river is that you are into fish from the second you get on the
water to nearly the town of Quinhagak 92 miles later, and there
is an abundance of arctic char/dolly varden the whole length
(a real plus if you plan to eat fish every other day!) as well as
grayling, silver salmon and of course big rainbows. Also, there
are no rapids to worry about.
Getting There
I’ve always been able to use frequent flyer miles to fly from
Phoenix to Bethel, Alaska. Typical route is Phoenix-SeattleAnchorage-Bethel. Our preferred outfitter is Papa Bear’s, who
are headquartered in Bethel. (http://www.pbadventures.com/)
They own two circa 1950 Beaver float planes and a small but
comfortable bed and breakfast. We typically arrive the day
before our planned fly out, and spend the afternoon packing
our gear (some of which we had shipped ahead) into dry bags
and buying last minutes supplies in Bethel. The float planes can
carry 1200 pounds, which is usually enough to get three guys
and their gear to the headwaters lake. Pegati Lake is the starting point for the Kanektok River, and is roughly an hour flight
from Bethel.
Rafting
Some anglers run the river in three man rafts, but our preferred approach is to use one man Water Master rafts. (http://
www.bigskyinflatables.com/) They hold a phenomenal amount
of gear, are very stable, and pack down to a single bag. They
allow the individual angler to stop and fish anywhere they
please. However, it is difficult to fish while the raft is moving.
I keep 3 rods rigged up and lashed to the boat, and make sure
I have easy access to my flies, net and rain gear. A large cooler
strapped behind the seat provides a good back rest and is a convenient place to store items you might use during the day. I
recommend that every rafter carries a GPS with the river map
loaded in, and that waypoints are pre-loaded. Each morning
identify rally points where everyone will meet at a specified
time. Most of these Alaskan coastal rivers have sections where
the river braids up, so you can’t always count on catching up
with those in front of you—they might be in a side channel. In
the same vein, we recommend carrying a good extended range
two way family band radio and lots of extra batteries. We had
92 miles to cover in twelve days, so we were able to camp two
nights in a few places where the fishing was really good.
Camping
Think “Back Packing With a Few Luxuries.” We each pack a
good quality 3 season tent, a thick sleeping pad, a quality sleeping bag and a fold up chair. Meals are cooked in a screened
bug tent (Yes, Virginia, there are mosquitoes in Alaska….) You
know it’s going to rain in Alaska, so don’t skimp on your raingear. I also like to bring a few paperback books to read at night,
and a pint or two of my favorite distilled beverages.
Fishing
In late summer/early fall, most Alaska game fish will key on
the returning salmon. If you find a pod of silvers or sockeyes,
there is likely a mix of rainbows, grayling and dolly varden sitting just downstream picking up the errant egg. Rainbows-My
favorite way to fish for rainbows is with a mouse pattern fished
with a floating line. It is not uncommon to catch dolly varden
and grayling on the mouse, and this year Lee McKenna caught

a silver salmon on the mouse. If they are not looking up, flesh
flies, egg sucking leeches and plastic beads are all a good bet.
I fish the egg sucking leeches and other streamers on sink tip
lines, beads and flesh flies are best fished with a floating line.
Lee caught a 24” rainbow on a hot glue egg, I caught a similar
size fish on a Morrish mouse, and Charlie caught a couple of
large ones on a flesh fly. Grayling will take most flies they can
get their mouth around, but you can’t beat catching them on
dry flies (or mice!) Dolly varden will also take just about any
fly, but they are real suckers for the bead. Most of the gravel
bars where we would set up camp tended to have a school of
dolly varden near by. Very convenient when dinner time came
around! Silver Salmon-schools of silvers will often rest in the
slack water where a braid returns to the main river. These fish
can often be teased to the surface by waking a pink “polliwog”
over the school. Polliwogs are typically made from pink foam.
If this doesn’t work, swing a streamer or leech on a sink tip line.
Bears
If the salmon are running, it’s a good bet that you are going
to see some brown (grizzly) bears. The good news is that for
the most part they are interested in the salmon and would just
as soon avoid people. Come prepared with a good whistle or
airhorn (avoid those sad ones from Wal-Mart…) as well as bear
spray or a minimum .44 magnum for those bears that are a bit
too curious. (Don’t shoot the bears, it’s illegal unless you are
really in danger—the “bang” should convince them to leave.)
Each night carry all food and toiletries (anything with an odor)
up the river bank a minimum of 50 yards from your camp.
Make plenty of noise if you wander into the brush—you don’t
want to surprise a sleeping bear. By taking these precautions,
in 20 plus years of rafting the senior members of this group
have never had a bear come into camp or mess with the food.
On our 2011 trip, we saw 30 bears. Only one bear (a young
adult) showed any great interest in us, but it was persuaded to
leave by tossing rocks in his direction. Sounds scarier than it
actually was.
A little bit of excitement
It’s fun to explore all of the braids/side channels, and these
smaller braids with fallen timber as cover tend to hold the rainbows that will chase a mouse. One of the accepted rules is that:
”braids always come back to the main channel.” Sometimes you
will need a bow saw to remove branches laying across these
small channels, or you might need to drag your boat through
some shallow water, but that’s the worst you normally expect.
On day 9 of this year’s trip, just as we left camp we came to a
section where the main channel broke into three channels. Jim,
the leader of our group took the right braid, Charlie and Jerry
went down the main channel and Lee and I went down the left
braid. We met up with Charlie and Jerry several times, and
Jerry kept commenting that the braid that Jim had taken had
not yet come back to the river. It wasn’t until several hours later
that we got a radio call that Jim was in trouble. Turns out that
the right braid was actually the start of a separate creek that did
NOT come back to the river. And it had turned into a brush
choked swamp. And his boat had suffered some damage crashing through the brush and had a major leak! Yikes! Because we
had agreed to meet at river mile 75, Jim was able to make his
way downstream to a spot that was within radio range of our
agreed upon stopping point. And since everyone had a GPS, he
was able to tell us his location. We used a satellite phone to call
our outfitter, but there was little they could do short of calling
the coast guard for a helicopter pick up (I shudder to think what
that would have cost us!) Lee and Joe were able to hike across
the tundra, find Jim and get him back to camp just before dark
(10:00 p.m.) The next day, all of us hiked back and retrieved
most of Jim’s gear, with the exception of a large cooler that is
still sitting in the tundra…..We were able to patch Jim’s boat
and continue with our trip.
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Intermediate Fly Tying
November 30th, 2011

Mike Yavello, President, requested a few months ago we tie a few bead flies that were featured in the Publication Fly Tyer. The flies were
originated by Joe Warren and really work quite effectively. We will tie a Metallic Bugger and an Attractor Nymph as pictured below.
NOTE, THE CLASS WILL BE THE 5TH WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH AS NOT TO CONFLICT WITH THANKSGIVING WEEKEND.
Date: November 30, 2011 (FIFTH Wednesday of the month)
Location: 11213 S. 44th Street Ahwatukee
Time: 6:30pm to 9:00pm
Contact: Tom Horvath 602.768.7280
Bring your tools or give me a heads-up if you need them. Materials provided by DFC. Photos by David Hwang Ties by Tom Horvath

Recipe Metallic Bugger
Thread: 6/0 and clear 2-lb. mono • Hook: 3X or 4X long • Tail: Rabbit or arctic fox • Body: Four to six beads • Hackle: Hen soft hackle
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San Diego Saltwater Club Outing
Jan 26 – 29, 2012
Hosts: Tom, David, Mark and Gentry
Contact: Tom Horvath • Email: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com • Phone: 602-768-7280
Where: Vagabond Inn - Point Loma, San Diego
The motel is located at the Point Loma Marina, just a few miles from Ocean Beach.
Cost is $50 per night, per person based on two-per room.
We will do our best to accommodate room requests.

Surf School: Fri Jan, 27 - Optional Surf School taught by So Cal Fly Fishing
Cost is $65 per person.
Cal. License: 1-day $14.04 / 2-day $21.86 / 10-day $43.46
It is best to buy these in advance online at: www.ca.wildlifelicense.com/InternetSales
Equipment: 6-8 wt fly rod(s) - 6-7wt ideal for surf and 7-8wt ideal for pontoon fishing in bays.
Fast sink shooting-head fly line for surf (Rio Striper Line, or equivalent).
Fast full-sink fly line for bays (Orvis Depth Charge, or equivalent).
Optional saltwater floating fly line - just in case.
Pontoon Boat with oars, if you plan to fish the bays.
Flies: Saltwater flies such as, Clouser’s and other baitfish patterns, sand crabs, shrimp, etc.
So Cal Fly Fishing has an excellent selection of local flies for the area.
Charters: We will provide information and help partner folks up looking to book charters.
The club has reserved 10-rooms at the Vagabond Inn, however these rooms are filling very quickly. Space is limited. If we need to book
more rooms, we will try to do so, but we will need to know sooner than later. The surf school can accommodate 6-10 students. Again, space
is limited. If you would like to reserve a spot for either of these, please see Tom at the next meeting. All payments are due by the Jan club
meeting and no changes can be made to your reservation thereafter. Additionally, if you need to borrow gear, have extra gear to loan out,
or are interested in carpooling - please let us know. We are working with the San Diego Fly Fishers, to have some of their club members join
us and help show us the ropes. We may even have a joint fly tying session with them on Thursday evening.
This is shaping up to be a fun and exciting trip… Don’t miss out!

SAVOR THE MOMENT....

by Vince Deadmond
Four doors slam, cold wet waders, boots, and enough
fly fishing gear to fill a large SUV are tucked inside
the vehicle, the mood is somber. We had just finished one of the best fishing trips of our young lives.
A 5 hour drive was ahead of us, and it was back to
work on Monday. It didn’t seem to matter that we
had pulled off another low budget fly fishing trip to
Lee’s Ferry. The scenery had been spectacular, the
company was grand, and we had finally managed to
figure out the dead drift, everyone had caught fish.
The mood should have been jubilant, but we realized
that our next fishing trip was not even on the horizon
yet. When you become a fly fishing junkie you have
highs and lows, but you need that next trip or two on
the calender to maintain your balance. When is your
next trip?
Fast forward 25 years and I am still sharing rides,
camp sights, and generally keeping my fishing trips
on the cheap. Yes, I have taken some exotic fly fishing vacations, but for the most part, my trips could be
taken by anyone. I was encouraged by the nice sign
up numbers for the Rocky Point outing. Economic
conditions have some people hunkered down and
they have not been on a fishing trip for awhile. Puerto
Penasco, Mexico is one of my favorite affordable destinations, even if you don’t fish. You can have a nice
day by watching the sun rise with a cup of coffee. Going fly fishing with a few friends is a tax free bonus,
and people watching on the beach can be quite enter-

taining, for free. The next thing you know the sun is
setting behind the mountains in San Felipe, and the
shimmering Sea of Cortez is bathed in rich colors as
the sun disappears over the horizon. I have witnessed
this numerous times, there is no extra charge, and it
always makes me feel good. If you split the cost of two
tanks of gas and $25 per night at the RV Park with
another fisher, you can’t afford to stay home.
Desert Fly Casters have been fishing Puerto Penasco for nearly 50 years. I have been the fortunate
recipient of this saltwater experience and expertise.
I hope I can pass along some of the lessons I have
learned. This years official club outing was November 4-6, but I have been on several scouting trips
before the event, and I plan a few follow up trips after
the club outing. If this years club outing was not on a
doable date, don’t give up. I plan to return to Rocky
Point 3 or 4 times before the end of the year.
Let’s go fishing! Vince Deadmond the Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237
N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ vince@ajbest.
com or 480 982 7461.
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Other notes of interest...

November...
DFC members were busy helping with work projects and CFR Retreat in October. Tom Horvath provided fly tying and casting instruction to youth at Fossil
Creek. There aren’t many things better than to see faces of kids under 10 years old
when they finish their first fly.
Harry Alfrey, James Murphy and I plus a nephew, Teryn, I managed to get
out from behind the Xbox for the weekend went along to help on an Eagle Scout
project repairing the game fence on Mule Creek that flows into Canyon Creek.
Harry and James were at the campground on Friday night when I arrived and
had already met Dana and Jim Warnecke the AZ Game and Fish coordinators
for the project. (Actually Jim is retired from G&F and was there for the squirrel
hunting). There were a few others around the campground but no obvious scouts
until about 10 pm when the haul trailer and another people hauler showed up.
That made the bulk of the scout contingent that would be on the job the next day.
The start on Saturday was planned to be early since many of the scouts needed
to be back in Phoenix for an event that night. DFCers and G&F were up early. It
took a while for the scouts to get tents set up in the dark and they were having a
hard time with the early morning. We were questioning how much we would be
able to do while waiting for them to show at the OW Bridge before going across
and up Mule Creek to the exclosure we would be repairing.
They finally showed and we moved to the work site. There was the usual Safety
briefing and description of different tasks to be done. It was anything but slow
from that point until everything was done. The scouts’ dads were put to pounding
posts for the new fence line. The older scouts took out old posts and wire where
storms and run off plus an odd tree or two had taken it to the ground. A group
of sub scouts were put to work trying to tire out the new to Harry, young rescue
dog. I was bouncing from task to task due to all my experience helping on these
fence projects in the past. Harry, James and Teryn were in the thick of one project
or another every time I went by.
As usual with these projects things start to wrap up and people start to slow
down. The altitude up there and the flat lander in us takes its toll in a few hours.
The new fence section was up and two water gaps were in. The work day was
called so the scouts could make a late lunch and get back for their evening event.
We joined them for lunch. The rest of the afternoon/ evening was ours to recoup
from morning exertion and perform a floating fly inspection of Canyon Creek.
There is a water gap yet to be put in to complete the exclosure. It is probably a 3
hour project for 4 to 6 people. Dana promised to let me know if she was able to
schedule something in November to finish it up.
Following those work projects was the Casting for Recovery retreat. Tom Horvath and I were asked to assist as River Helpers/ Pond buddies for the Sunday
morning fishing part of the retreat. This was my third time helping and Tom’s
first. I will leave it to Tom to tell of his part of the experience. We were accommodated in the ‘Man Cave’ of the president of White Mountain Fly Fishers for the
night before the event. That could hardly be called roughing it.
You have heard the testimonies of other helpers before. It was al l of that and
more. There were exclamations of joy when catching the first fish and every fish
after that. There were also a few muttterings ‘why won’t my fly line go out’ that
we hear from beginners on a regular basis. DFC gained a half-dozen honorary
members for the next year from the event. If you see them at a meeting, be sure
to give them a warm welcome. I told them we were a friendly group as long as it
didn’t cut into our fishing.
There are a couple other opportunities in November. One, doing a camp area
clean up of ’Frisco Camp’ is up to us to work out a date if we can get a crew together. The camp is on the San Francisco River. The Forest Service ranger for the
area didn’t know much about fishing opportunity but the camp is on the river and
the river flows year around. The camp is isolated – 10 miles with a high clearance
4WD recommended. It is a part of Arizona that I haven’t trekked into very much.
The project would be to thin out trees and bushes, to clear away the overgrown
grass and reset fire rings. It would be good to get volunteers to fill a couple vehicles to go in and out. We could camp there over night or in and out same day
and camping with more amenities where non 4WDs can access.
I will have a sign up with tentative dates at the meeting.

The other project is already organized by Friends of the Frisco, the community
group that has been organizing clean-ups of the San Francisco River banks for
November 12th. The full press release will be elsewhere in the newsletter. Feel free
to contact Deborah if you are interested.
Let me know if you go. We would like to get what it was like in a future
newsletter.
Bob Harrison • Harrn7963@aol.com

November 12th San Francisco River Festival

Clifton, Arizona - October 12, 2011 - Friends of the Frisco, the community group
that has been organizing clean-ups of the San Francisco River banks since last
year, announces the first annual San Francisco River Festival.
The Festival will be on Saturday, November 12th, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Clifton.
The morning will be devoted to cleaning up the banks of the river wherever
recreation occurs, from the end of the "million dollar highway to nowhere" to the
confluence with the Gila River.
Clean-up volunteers are asked to meet at the ramada at the entrance to the North
Clifton RV Park at 9 a.m. Crews will get their assignments and can pick up drinking water, hand sanitizer garbage bags, , and copies of The User Guide to the San
Francisco River of Eastern Arizona to give out.
All crews will be led by local experts in geology, wildlife or plants. Volunteers will
be able to choose the focus of the group they go with to pick up trash.
At noon, Greenlee County Search & Rescue will serve up a delicious, full BBQ
lunch for all volunteers.
After lunch, from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., the festival will take place.
All community members who have printed original photos of the San Francisco
River may enter their work in a Frisco Photography Contest, to be judged by local
photography experts.
People of all ages with interesting memories of the river are invited to make audio
recordings in the festival's Story Booth.
"Reptilist" Terry Johnson will display his rattlesnakes, Gila monster and other
captive reptiles.
Hughes family falconers will bring a peregrine falcon and a red-tailed hawk.
BLM Ranger Rich Law will demonstrate the safe use of floatable craft in "river
running" - it will be a dry land exhibit but still a very interesting one.
Science educator Steve Ahmann will lead a workshop in assessing river water
quality, using techniques that don't require special equipment.
Friends of the Frisco is supported in this project by the Gila Watershed Partnership, the Town of Clifton, Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold Foundation,
United Way of Graham County, Gila Health Resources and other groups and individuals throughout the community.
Contact:
Deborah Mendelsohn
Gila Watershed Partnership
Email: rivers@drgroup.net
116 Main Street
Duncan, Arizona 85534

NOTICE!!!

The DFC
Happy Moose
Will make his
Annual
Appearance
in
MARCH 2012
Save all your
Pine cones, fr
uit
and twigs
for this festiv
e
occasion
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SAN JUAN OUTING 2011
The annual DFC San Juan Outing was held Oct
20 -23 with 14 members making the trip to New
Mexico. Again this year we stayed at Fisheads of
the San Juan River. If you missed the outing this
year you missed out on some really good fishing and weather. On Thursday night we met in
the house for drinks and snacks with everyone
talking about how good the weather conditions
and fishing have been on the river. By the time
we were on the water the temperature was in the
40’s with a light breeze. Around 9am the breeze
died down, the temperature had warmed up and
the fishing was on. It did warm up fast and was
around 70 with sunny skies during the day with
the breeze picking back up in the afternoon.
This year everyone started off fishing the typical pattern of midges in the AM and baetis after
lunch but it did not take long to figure out the
fish were coming up taking emergers. The water
was so clear most of the time we were site fishing to big rainbows. The fish would come up on
the flies, take them in their mouth and spit them
out without moving the indicator. I have heard
about this for years but this year I was able to
see it. You had to look for the fish to open its
mouth (you can see the white from the inside of
their mouth) or for a fish to rise with-in a foot
of your indicator and just set the hook. Now I
know what the guides are seeing when they tell
me all day long, “SET”, and I miss another fish.
The numbers and size of fish caught this year
were unreal. There were 32 fish caught that were
20 inches or longer. Big fish honors go to Richard Meenk with a measured 28 ½ inch rainbow
that was caught on a 4 weight 9 1/2 foot rod with
a 6x tippet and a 24 midge emerger. Needless

to say Richard and the guide were real nervous
about landing this big fish after it was hooked.
Second biggest fish goes to Joe Miller with a 24
inch rainbow and then Joe McDonald with a 23
inch rainbow. On Sat I was fishing with Joe McDonald and he landed 6 fish over 20 inches. I
understand several people did catch some nice
fish on dry’s and hoppers. Don Grace managed
perhaps the most unique catch of the trip, a 1617" Kokanee Salmon that snuck into the river
from Navajo Lake.
On Friday evening there were 5 of us that made
it over to Wines of The San Juan. They had a Native American Indian Art Show with wine tasting, hors d'oeuvres and music. After an evening
of looking at the art, drinking wine and eating
plenty of hors d'oeuvres we loaded our case of
wine we purchased and headed back to Fisheads.
We ended the trip on Sat evening with our
usual outstanding prime rib dinner at the Back
Cast Café at Fisheads. This year we rented the
banquet room for $1.00 and were able to take
our wine and drinks to have with dinner. When
I left I noticed lots of empty plates and 6 empty
wine bottles on the tables so it must have been a
good evening of food and wine.
This year we had a prize for the best fish story
of the trip. The award, one year DFC membership, went to John Henning. The story was
about John and was told by his good friend and
fishing partner Chad Day. John had been fishing
hard all day and decided to take a nap with his
flies in the water. All of a sudden his rod was
ripped from his hands and he was lucky to catch
it before it was going down river with a 20 in
rainbow on it. After a fierce battle John landed

by Charlie Rosser
his nice fish and was bragging to Chad about
how he caught it. The guide hearing John looked
up and said “What do you mean you caught this
fish. You did not catch this fish, it caught you.”
That is all Chad needed to lay it on John. But
then John claims he had caught 18 fish to Chad’s
11. Chad jumped on that comment by John by
replying “John, ¾ of those fish caught you, you
did not catch them.” Nobody went over board
and John and Chad are still friends. The runnerup story was told by Billy Wingo. Billy was drifting his flies over a big rainbow with his guide
Chris telling him how he was doing it wrong;
“more to the left, no more to the right, no start
you drift higher, get the drag off the line.” While
his fishing partner Carl Rutherford was calling
for Chris to come net another fish, it happened.
After 30 minutes of presenting flies to this huge
rainbow Billy finally got the exact drift and the
fish turned on a fly and took it; Billy set the hook
and let out a big scream. Chris turned around
just in time to see the fish headed straight down
river, it was on about 5 seconds and the leader
snapped. Billy and Chris both sat down in the
boat with their head in their hands just wondering how big that big was. Not sure but I think
Billy did shed a few tears.
Thanks to Chris and all the staff and guides at
Fisheads and the Back Cast Café for making this
a memorable year. We had a great trip and are
looking forward to returning in 2012.
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Tales From
the Dock Side
Fly Floatant
by Dave Acree

I had a problem. I was
fishing for trout at the
Salt River last February
and I could not keep my
dry fly from sinking. I applied Gehrke’s Gink floatant
as instructions stated on my
dry fly and each time my fly
would not float very long
and sink. Another time on
the Salt River I tried Dave’s
Bug Flote floatant with the
same sinking result. This
is not rocket science, there
had to be a floatant to keep
dry flies floating!

Coleman fuel is a petroleum naphtha product which also includes
white gas and lighter fluid. So, for my outside chemistry project I
choose lighter fluid for my mixture with paraffin wax. The formula
from Bergman's book calls for two ounces of paraffin dissolved in
one pint (16 fluid ounces) of a naphtha product [lighter fluid]. For
my mixture I chose to cut the mixture in half. I purchased an eight
ounce bottle lighter fluid and poured it into a glass jar and dropped in
one ounce weight of paraffin wax and let it dissolve, (you can melt the
paraffin and pour it into the lighter fluid). Stir the fluid until the wax
is dissolved and then re-pour the mixture back into the lighter fluid
plastic bottle using a funnel. The lighter fluid bottle is plastic and
won’t break if dropped and has a leak-proof spout. (When you mix
in wax into the lighter fluid, the additional wax increases the volume
and not all of the floatant mixture will fit back into the bottle; pour
the extra in a water tight, capped small bottle that you will be using
to dip your flies in.)

I figured the best way
to find out which floatant
works best was to search the Internet. The Internet search did
not provide good results. All I got was info pages on the different
floatants that are available on the market but no information on
which floatant worked best. I did not want to purchase all of the different floatants and test them out; I just wanted to know which one
would keep dry flies floating for more than just a couple of minutes.
Then I found the Web page, DrLogik It’s not just about the fishing,
www.drlogik.com and my search was over.

Does it work? That was my question. So on my next trip to the
Salt River I tried on a small dry fly and added a dropper nymph, and
casted it out. After a couple to times on the water, the dry fly sank. I
then dried off the dry fly and dipped it into my bottle of homebrewed
floatant. I let it drip off in the bottle and them flicked off any remaining floatant in the open air, and let the floatant evaporate leaving the
fly dry. I casted it on the river to test the results, it floated. I casted it
again, it floated. I did this several times and the dry fly still floated.
After 10 or so times (I think), it started to ride low in the water. So, I
again dried off the fly, re-dipped, let evaporate and went back to fishing without having to re-coat after two or so times. I have found what
I was looking for, game on!

Under DrLogik It’s not just about the fishing!‘s Casual Research
sidebar button, I found the article – Fly Floatants Old and New – A
Comparison which was exactly what I was looking for. The article’s
author, Grant Holzworth described during a stream side discussion
with a friend, he noticed his friend had a bottle of smelly liquid that
made his friend’s flies float like corks while Holzworth’s flies was suffering the same sinking fate as mine. I have found gold!
Holzworth took this smelly floatant and tested it against 17 other
over the counter fly floatants. The author wanted a test that was fair,
unbiased, subjective, and somewhat real-world. He used the same
type of test dry fly, tested from the same drop height, with the same
amount of time on the [test tank] water and the same number of test
times. The winner? The smelly floatant! So, what was the smelly
floatant? Basically, Coleman fuel and dissolved paraffin wax.
So, where did Holzworth’s friend get the formula for the floatant?
The answer came from page 168 of Ray Bergman's book, "Trout". I
then got a shocking thought, I had that book! Wow, I had started
reading the book but had not gotten to that page; the answer was
right under my nose. Sure enough, I opened the book and on page
168, Ray Bergman explained in good detail what the floatant is and
how to make it!

The deal with this home-made floatant is the wax dissolved in the
lighter fluid. When a fly is put into to floatant and taken out, the
lighter fluid evaporates leaving a film of wax coating the fly making it
ride on the water like a cork. The best thing is I don’t have to re-dress
the fly with floatant after a few minutes! No paste and the costs are
cheap compared to purchasing a commercial fly floatant. My cost
was $4.49 for an eight ounce bottle of lighter fluid and $3.00 for a box
paraffin wax. One thing to note, the homebrewed floatant will start
to congeal if left in a cool/cold environment. To rectify this, just keep
floatant bottle in your pocket to keep it warm. And remember, do not
smoke or use near fire or flame while using this home-made floatant.
If you are concerned about a petroleum-based product getting in
the water, just use a very small amount. Remember, drip off the fly
in the bottle and let the floatant evaporate away before the fly goes on
the water. I have caught fish with this home-made floatant without
any problems. If it sounds good, try it out.
Questions??? Check with Dave Acree at: mmyc@juno.com
Thanks Dave... Appreciate your article.
R.McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor
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Splitting Hairs
By Clay Gill – Taken from the Alamo Fly Fishers Newsletter
Everyone likes to tie flies once past beginner‘s fear of tying.
The first Clouser or Seaducer looks so good in the vise. And after
tying a box of them you feel pretty good. Then someone asks you
if you would like to tie a tough one. Spinning hair is really fun but
scary to the beginner. Many hold off until they get more experience. It is not so bad at all.
The first time you try it often is a clumsy mess. The apprentice
breaks most any thread pulling with too much pressure. But‐‐
once you get the hang of it and the body hair you use to spin
around the hook flares out and around the hook you progress
quickly. As the buildups create a fuzz ball a waiting trimming it
begins to gel. This mess on a hook will be a marvelous fly capable
of turning the average fish into an active feeding predator with
the bug‘s appearance and action. I have seen multiple fish race to
crush hair bugs launching skyward.
There is just something about the hair bug as the fly is generally
called. Beginners usually make them too large and even for offshore fish they need not be so large. A good size for Bass is just an
inch and a half. The tail, body material and the shape of the head
give the most common types of hair bugs an action that is hard to
beat. With a grabber style hook that drops down well below the
belly of the fly it is amazing the violent response you get using
them. I have always liked black and yellow blends on the color.
It is an art to pick the right deer hair for the body construction.
The tail is usually hackle. Eyes are best made with the craft store
rattle eyes with moving black pupil that emit vibration to trigger a
strike you don‘t get with flat one dimensional eyes. You simply cut
out a pocket for the 1/8 or 1⁄4 inch rattle eye and glue it on with
Goop. Predators strike the head.
The color variations come from various Deer hair colors and
the rotating application applied all the way around the hook.
That makes color bands. You can make spots, as in a frog pattern by just tying a clump on and pulling tight and not spinning.
It sounds hard but with a patient instructor and some practice
you can create something amazingly effective and deadly for fish
which feed on the top. Hackle can emulate legs and also be tied
like a tail.
Once you get good, you can also make hair bugs that will dive
down on a strip, and return to the top on slack line. This emulates
the Bass‘ favorite, a swimming Frog. The Dave Whitlock Near

Nuf Frog will do this and is a superb example of a super deadly
fly constructed by spinning hair. I have one Dave gave me many
years ago in San Marcos after he tied it for us in a class and fished
it in Aquarena Springs on a casting demo. It is bullet proof and
looks real!
What I remember most from his class was not to pull too hard
on the spinning process. Relax and let the process work. What he
stressed was using a good cement after each application of hair to
make a rock solid bug and always be cognizant of proportion and
symmetry. Once you get the hang of it the bugs will look the same
one after another. Many people really like to fish hair bugs but
fear the effort to make them. It is not hard. Sweat shops overseas
have tiers making gobs of them and they all look the same. Those
people make them quickly and they are good at the job. They do
it all day long. To make good bugs over and over you need to
make a few messes. But guess what. Even a bad hair bug catches
fish. Even the tiny ones drive Perch crazy. There is just something
about them. You will see it time and time again. A hair bug has a
life of it‘s own and it gets noticed quickly!
One thing to remember is the leaders need to be shortened
‐‐any time you tie on a big heavy bug. A typical nine foot leader
will give you a fit. Trim it back until it flies well and turns over like
it should. You will figure it out quickly. The hair bug even works
sitting still on water!
Get a good instructor to get you started on the fundamentals
of the hair bug construction. You will not be sorry and will leave
class with some useful ammo after the first spinning class. As you
progress you will learn to apply color patterns and spots. Then
you can make them weed less, and even color your own Deer
hair later if inclined. Body hair is cheap and comes in brilliant
colors and varieties. Don‘t invest until you take a class so you will
understand the types of hair and how the hollow hair reacts to the
thread pressure in the spin process. All the tools used for typical
tying work well. It is just another way to tie flies.
What you will see for sure is action like nothing else. The hair
bug drives fish crazy. It is just another top water bait. But it possesses special magic. Fish cannot leave them alone. Build some
and ease one through some good cover. It won‘t last long! ‐Fish
hammer hair bugs.

Where Have All The Feathers Gone?
By Tom Gadacz – Taken from the Suncoast Fly Fishers Newsletter

Also what has happened to the price of hackle for tying flies? A recent fashion fad has invaded the fly fisher‘s world. There is a run on hackle and
a run up on price. The demand has come from the world of fashion – feather hair extensions. This is attributed to Steven Tyler from the Aerosmith
group when he appeared on American Idol with a feather in his hair. This is now the rage in hair salons. According to St. Petersburg hair stylist Joyce
Wright Deel at Affiniti Salon, women are now coming in for feather hair extensions. Joyce was apologetic for the invasion into the world of fly fishers but took time out to explain the new style. Feathers (hackle) are now being incorporated into hair styling in several ways. Here is a fly fishers
approach. The Feather Hair Extension Tying Bench ;
Materials: Several long hackle, color to suit hair color; microlink, color to match hair; hook instrument; no fish hook but individual requesting feather
extension.
Steps: 1.) Select 5 to 8 stands of hair at root level 2.) Select color of 3 to 5 hackle feathers (grizzly and brown most popular) 3.) Place microlink
over hook instrument 4.) Hook strands of hair and pull through microlink 5.) Insert hackle into mircrolink, position hackle, crimp microlink, and
cut excess hackle above microlink 6.) Advise individual to carefully wash hair and may need readjustment as hair grows.
Another technique consists of hair clips with feather extensions. These are ready-made hair extensions and can be placed anywhere in the hair.
I plan to ask Joyce if I can setup a fly tying space in Affiniti Salon where she works. Perhaps we can also introduce some of our favorite flies to be
worn in the hair. There may be an opportunity for fly fishers to tie flies for fashion. Those who wear feather hair extensions need to be cautioned
that they may attract fish if they wear them while swimming.
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Te aching Can Be Re warding
By John Berry

The other day I received an email from a former client, Greg O‘Neal. He has recently built a home in the Norfork area. Like every fly fisher
that spends any time in the area, he realized that in order to effectively fish on high water he would have to acquire a river boat and learn
how to use it. Greg did the sensible thing. He rented a boat at Cotter Trout Dock and tried his luck boating in the Cotter area before buying
a boat. He took his nephew, his regular fishing buddy, with him to see if he could get the hang of drift fishing. Unfortunately, he couldn‘t
consistently achieve the drifts necessary to catch fish.
He sent me an email and explained his experiences and asked my opinion. I asked a few questions. Was the motor running at all times?
If so, was the gear engaged or was the motor idling? I was trying to determine if he had the motor engaged at all times. If he was doing this,
the boat would move downstream at a slower pace than the river and it would be difficult to achieve a perfect drag free drift.
Most guides and serious anglers run their motor at all times. Their thinking is if they get in trouble all they have to do to avoid an obstruction is to immediately run the boat forward. They generally let the engine idle and engage it from time to time, when needed to steer
the boat. My main problem is that, I don‘t want to listen to my engine run at all times.
I explained that the way I control my drifts is to turn the motor off and control my boat using a paddle. There are several benefits. The
first is the engine noise. I took up fly fishing because I enjoy the solitude. I yearn for a quiet day with low water and few other anglers. With
the engine running, you cannot carry on a decent conversation with your fishing companions. I believe that the sound of the motor spooks
big fish. I feel that I can get much closer to trophy trout by not running my engine while drifting. Finally I find that the paddling is great
upper body exercise. I participate in a lot of paddle sports (canoeing and kayaking) and I enjoy it. I must add that this technique requires
that you must have a reliable motor that is properly maintained and capable of starting immediately.
Greg asked what it would cost for some instruction on how I control my drifts. I told him that I would do it fairly inexpensively. We
agreed on a price, time and place. We met at the Rim Shoals ramp at 1:00 PM on a Saturday. There were few cars in the parking lot. The
Corps of Engineers were running the river at around 16,500 cubic feet per second or the approximate equivalent of five full generators
(Greg had specifically asked that we do this on high water). The forecast was for rain so we both loaded our rain jackets into the boat.
I motored downstream to the White Shoals area. This is a wide section of the river with few obstacles and it fishes well on this level of
generation. I set up a drift and showed Greg how I controlled it. I then motored back up stream and handed the tiller over to him. I moved
up to the front of the boat and pulled out my fly rod. The best way to see if the drift was right was for me to fish and see if I could land
some trout.
This was a dream job. I seldom get to fish high water. If I am on the water, I am usually guiding and I do not fish when I guide. My job
is to get my clients to catch fish. If I am fishing, I am not giving all of my attention to my clients. If I am fishing with my wife, Lori, I am
operating the boat and do not get to fish. The same thing happens when fishing with friends. I generally end up running the motor and
controlling the drifts. I occasionally get to fish with other anglers like my brother and we take turns handling the boat.
Greg was an eager student and quickly picked up the process. I knew that the best way for him to learn was to get some tiller time. With
a good drift, I was into fish almost immediately. The fishing was good and I caught several. I gave Greg pointers from time to time. It began
raining. We stopped long enough to put on our rain jackets and continued fishing. The overcast sky was perfect for going after brown trout.
They seem to not like the sunny days and are more active when the light level is low. I started picking up some nice browns. The biggest
was nineteen inches and fought well. I congratulated Greg on his guiding skills, for putting me on such a nice fish.
The highlight of the day wasn‘t the fishing but the camaraderie. Greg and I had an ongoing conversation that covered everything from
politics to literature (we both enjoy reading John Gierach). Time flew by. I checked my watch and noted that it was 7:00 PM. We had been
fishing nonstop for six hours and it was getting late. I had Greg motor back to the ramp. We loaded the boat and said our good byes.
A couple of days later, I went to the mailbox and found a package from Greg. It was a copy of Gierach‘s latest book, No Shortage of Good
Days. It reminded me of the great day and proved that teaching can be rewarding.
The above article is taken from the FFF September / October 2011 issue of the ClubWire. My thanks to this fine organization for all the fly fishing experiences and
knowledge they extent to all of their members. R.McKeon, Editor

Tying & Fishing Tailwater Flies

by Pat Dorsey Headwater Books/Stackpole Books, Mechanicsburg, PA 2010
196 pages, hardbound, illustrated, Color and B & W, suggested price $39.95
Bead headed flies especially nymph and pupae patterns have become "go to" flies. Among the most popular and successful of such
patterns are those using glass beads, and particularly silver metal lined clear glass beads. This book, by the designer of the Mercury
glass bead style patterns, presents a comprehensive guide to both the tying and fishing of these very effective patterns. The reader
is given the opportunity to retrace the journey the author has traveled to create a successful system of fishing for trout and Tailwater
trout in particular. To provide a comprehensive discussion of rigging and fishing methods there are also included a number of other
types of flies which compliment and support the glass bead head patterns.
In total the book presents twenty-four fly patterns each having a separate chapter. Each chapter presents excellent tying sequence
photos and text as well as very well done line drawings illustrating rigging and fishing techniques. Also included are lovely photographs of actual fishing. This book presents the material very well on several levels. Of course the fly patterns are well documented
as are the preferred manner the author ties them. But there is also an excellent discussion of fishing techniques and rigging going
on simultaneously as well as the author's view of fly design criteria and fishing strategy.
All of this is well presented in an easy to read style that is well edited and within a beautifully designed book. There is good value
here in both cost and time spent in reading.
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Partridge & Orange

Fly pattern and write-up by Robert Olach <robert.ol@sbcglobal.net>

Hook: Daiichi #1550 – Size 12 – 18 wet fly hook
Body: Pearsall Gossamer 6a – (Gold) Silk
Thorax: Hare’s Ear or Peacock Herl (Optional)		
Ribbing: Gold wire or tinsel (optional)
Hackle: Brown Partridge Feather (from back of bird)

In just about every fly tying reference book that I have, one of the first North Country,
soft hackled flies mentioned is the Partridge & Orange.
In Leslie Magee’s book “Fly Fishing the Northern Tradition” (1994), the P & O is mentioned as a William Brumfitt dressing from the year of 1875.
It’s No. 32 in T. E. Pritt’s “North Country Flies” (1885); No. 6 in Edmonds’ & Lee’s
“Brook and River Trouting” (1916); in Roger Fogg’s “A Handbook of North Country
Flies” (1988) and pictured on the cover of Roger Fogg’s “The Art of the Wet Fly” (1979).
Sylvester Nemes mentions the Partridge & Orange in many of his books on soft
hackles, as does Dave Hughes in his book “Wet Flies – Tying and Fishing Soft-Hackles,
Winged and Wingless Wets, and Fuzzy Nymphs”.
It should be noted that although this fly is called a Partridge & Orange, the silk used
is Pearsall Gossamer #6a which is called “Gold” but is actually an orange / gold color
that darkens when wet. Some people mistakenly tie the P & O using Pearsall #19 (Hot
Orange).
Additionally, Edmonds’ & Lee’s dressing calls for using either plain silk or a gold wire
or gold tinsel ribbing, while Pritt’s and Blumfitt’s dressings excluded the gold ribbing.
Other references often times use a hare’s ear or peacock herl thorax, especially when
the P & O is fished in faster moving waters.
Personally, I prefer tying the P & O using a hare’s ear thorax to help keep the partridge hackle from laying flat against the silk body and to (hopefully) trap some air
behind the hackle making an “air bubble” as in a rising emerger insect.
As with many fly patterns, personal preferences often times alter the original old,
North Country dressings.

Tips To Help Manage
The Release Of Your Fish At The Boat
By Steve Parker
Taken from the Tampa Bay Fly Fishing ClubNewsletter

1. Bending the barb- the first step in tying a fly- I typically use forged
stainless hooks, so the barb is removed with a snap and there is seldom
a trace of it. Other stainless hooks allow for the barb to be bent flat.
I keep the pliers in alignment with the point of the hook to bend the
barb rather than approaching the barb at 90 degrees. Leaving a flat
barb or removal of the barb is all that is important. De-barbed hooks
are far easier to remove from your fellow anglers.
2. Pliers- there are many super high quality pliers on the market today dedicated to fishing. There no longer a need to use rusty old steel
pliers intended for automotive repair. Pliers are available manufactured from stainless steel, aluminum and titanium to withstand the
corrosive environments that we fish in. Although I seldom use pliers
for hook removal, they are always in my bag. I use them for bending
barbs on the boat and even outboard motor repair. Removing a fly

with pliers can be a bit rough on the fly. The most useful tool that I
have found is the hook removal tool offered by Teeny Products: http://
www.jimteeny.com/indexMain.html?content=catalog&page=jtCatal
og/catalog/catIntro.html. Using this tool, the fish can be released next
to the boat or wader only lifting its head up above the surface. The
release is quick and super easy. The orange (middle size) is the best for
flats fishing. The only down side to this tool is that it does not float. I
will have more information on this tool at the meeting and will demonstrate how it is used.
3. Curved mosquito forceps are also a useful tool in hook removal.
They are small enough that it is hard to put too much pressure on
the fish yet strong enough to remove stubborn flies. They are made
of stainless steel to hold up to salt water and can be easily carried by
locking onto a fly shirt or lanyard. I have purchased 50 of these to be
given to club members at the next meeting. It is fair to say that the fish
had a rough go of it based on very cold winter. Every fish we can save
by taking a little extra care will benefit all of us.
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